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Why and Why Now?

BBC News 30th Nov 20111 – 9.52 am

Unison's Dave Prentis on strike: 'This is about low paid women’

Public services are provided by Women – we are talking about the 
effects on 3.7 million women – mainly low paid women

…what is being asked of them is that they pay a 3% tax …. like a 3% …what is being asked of them is that they pay a 3% tax …. like a 3% 
reduction in pay in order to keep their pension scheme  – and £3 billion 
will be collected - not one single penny of that will go into the pension 
fund to provide for pensions. Every single penny goes but will go to the 
Treasury to deal with the deficit caused by the failure of the Banks.
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A Question 
of Values?

What and who do we value? Economists???

•contribution to the economy

•exchange value

•benefits minus costs•benefits minus costs

What and who do we not value?

•Women and Women’s Work



Why Economics?



Valuing Women?

For a certain percentage of persons to serve other 
persons, in order that the ones so served may 
produce more, is a contribution not to be overlooked. 
The labour of women in the house, certainly enables 
men to produce more wealth than they otherwise 
could: and in this way women are economic factors in 
society.
(Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Women and Economics, 1898)(Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Women and Economics, 1898)



A Global Issue?

The informal slogan of the Decade of 
Women became “Women do two-thirds of 

the world’s work, receive 10 percent of the 

world’s income and own 1 percent of the 

means of production.”

Richard H. Robbins, (1999) Global 

Problems and the Culture of Capitalism, p. 

354



Scotland
Who and What do we Value?

WiSE facts: 

• 60% of unpaid care work undertaken by 
women

• There is a 12 per cent pay gap between • There is a 12 per cent pay gap between 
men’’’’s and women’’’’s full time hourly pay 
rates in Scotland.

• Women graduates earn 15% less then men 
within 5 years of graduating. 



Scotland
What and Who do we Value?

“Thank you for your positive paper on Modern 
Apprenticeships and Gender Based Occupational 
Segregation in Scotland. Before I take time to digest 
the contents, I ask why, given the subject, the paper 
has been prepared by three women? Are there no males 
in the Department of Economics and Enterprise who can 
be found who have either interest or knowledge in the be found who have either interest or knowledge in the 
subject? Could you also please advise if any of the three 
ladies involved in compiling this paper have any practical 
experience of working in an industrial workplace for any 
period of time or if all come from a background of 
academia? The questions I ask are serious and not 
intended to be facetious.”

Letter from Member of Scottish Parliament April 2004



The Work women do – a question of values?



Counting the costs?
Do women count? 

- Larry Summers 2005??

Of course they count but are they accounted for?

Child rearing fits uncomfortably within our economic 

Nancy Folbre, 2010, Valuing Children, Rethinking the 
Economics of the Family

Child rearing fits uncomfortably within our economic 
system. Parents provide services of great value 
directly to their children and indirectly to those who 

benefit greatly from their children’s future 

contributions. Yet parents receive little or no 

economic reward. Mothers, tend to pay a higher price 
for children than fathers do. Partly as a result they 

typically earn less than men and remain more 

vulnerable to poverty.

Nancy Folbre, 2010, Valuing Children, Rethinking the 
Economics of the Family



Who 
cares?
Who 

cares?

These crises have arisen out of gendered economic 
processes, in which women were virtually absent 
from key sites of decision making in the financial 

These crises have arisen out of gendered economic 
processes, in which women were virtually absent 
from key sites of decision making in the financial 

Women’s social and economic 
circumstances make them particularly 
vulnerable to economic downturn

Katherine Rake, Fawcett Society Report, 
2009

Women’s social and economic 
circumstances make them particularly 
vulnerable to economic downturn

Katherine Rake, Fawcett Society Report, 
2009

I routinely characterise the credit 
crunch as 'men behaving badly' -
I routinely characterise the credit 
crunch as 'men behaving badly' -from key sites of decision making in the financial 

sector; and in which neither private nor public 
finance was equitably distributed, and failed 

adequately to address the requirements of women 
as carers. The impact of these crises is gendered 

too. 

Diane Elson, 2010
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crunch as 'men behaving badly' -
because it's almost impossible to 

find a woman to blame 

Robert Peston, BBC business editor

crunch as 'men behaving badly' -
because it's almost impossible to 

find a woman to blame 

Robert Peston, BBC business editor



Gender Aware Responses to Recession – Why?

• Need to continually challenge women’’’’s relative 
disadvantaged position in the labour market

• Women are cheap(er) or more expensive?

• Women’’’’s role in the household and patterns of 
spendspend

• Women’’’’s poverty and child poverty

• Remember the cause – ‘‘‘‘men behaving badly’’’’ and 
women in decision making?



Women in the Scottish Economy?

… while the Scottish economy has moved out of recession, the 
pace and sustainability of recovery remains unclear. This 
effects the position of people in Scotland’’’’s equality groups 
many of whom will be severely affected by deep UK 
Government sending cuts and welfare reforms. It is these 
processes of welfare reform and public sector funding 
adjustment that now threaten to deepen established 
inequalities in Scotland s economic landscape, as those with 
adjustment that now threaten to deepen established 
inequalities in Scotland’’’’s economic landscape, as those with 
the weakest financial resilience, poorest qualifications and on 
lowest incomes stand to bear the brunt of UK austerity 
measures

In Scotland’’’’s labour market, there has been a continued shift 
out of economic inactivity for both women and disabled 
people, against a background of decreasing unemployment 
across most age groups 



and

Although more women in Scotland are becoming 
economically active, single mothers, who are on the 
lowest incomes, are the poorest qualified, have the 
weakest financial resilience and are set to be 
disproportionately and negatively effected by the 
UK Government Welfare Reform measuresUK Government Welfare Reform measures

Equality Statement Scottish Spending Review and Draft 
Budget 2012 13



• Who was bailed out and why?

• How was the bail out financed?

• Pay in the Public Sector – consider Single Status?

Caution and Constraint 
A question of Values?

• Pay in the Public Sector – consider Single Status?

• Trickle down effect?

• Quantitative Easing – redistribution? 







Thank You Thank You 



•Thank You •Thank You 


